
Past Evening Book Club Selections

Hank & ChloeHank & Chloe
by Jo-Ann Mapson
Chloe Morgan, a part-time waitress, had
resigned herself to a life alone, until she
meets Hank Oliver, a professor of folklore at
the local college

Crooked Letter, CrookedCrooked Letter, Crooked
LetterLetter
by Tom Franklin
African-American Constable Silas Jones
must confront his white former friend Larry
Ott, who has lived under suspicion for
twenty years since a girl disappeared while
on a date with him, after another girl
disappears and Larry is blamed once again.

Breakfast with BuddhaBreakfast with Buddha
by Roland Merullo
At the behest of his sister, Otto Ringling
finds himself reluctantly accompanying her
guru, an enigmatic Mongolian monk, on a
trip through Middle America to their
childhood home, introducing his passenger
to some American "fun" along the way.

Pay It ForwardPay It Forward
by Catherine Ryan Hyde
A life-affirming tale of the goodness implicit
in everyone follows twelve-year-old Trevor,
a boy from a troubled family, who develops
a plan as part of a school project that starts
people doing good things for each other.

A Thousand Splendid SunsA Thousand Splendid Suns
by Khaled Hosseini
A riveting and powerful story of an
unforgiving time, an unlikely friendship and
an indestructible love
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The Necklace : thirteenThe Necklace : thirteen
women and the experimentwomen and the experiment
that transformed their livesthat transformed their lives
by Cheryl Jarvis
A best-selling book describes how thirteen
women jointly purchased a valuable
diamond necklace that they would share,
with each woman holding the necklace for
twenty-eight days a year, revealing how a

simple agreement became a study in friendship, adventure,
and the power of giving back.

This Time Together : laughterThis Time Together : laughter
and reflectionand reflection
by Carol Burnett
The comedic actress best known for The
Carol Burnett Show reveals a life filled with
ups, downs and an undying love for making
people laugh. By the author of One More
Time: A Memoir.

Sex on the Moon : theSex on the Moon : the
amazing story behind theamazing story behind the
most audacious heist inmost audacious heist in
historyhistory
by Ben Mezrich
Draws on court records, FBI transcripts,
NASA documents and first-person
interviews to reconstruct NASA fellow Thad
Roberts's theft of invaluable moon rocks,

offering insight into Roberts's personality, the nature of his
accomplices and their sophisticated break-in plan.

A Short History of Tractors inA Short History of Tractors in
UkrainianUkrainian
by Marina Lewycka
Putting aside a lifetime of rivalry when they
learn that their recently widowed father is
planning to remarry a gold-digging woman,
sisters Vera and Nadezhda find themselves
outmaneuvered by their father's scheming
fiancée, a situation that is compromised by

a hurricane, family secrets, and their father's obsession with
tractor history.

Looking for salvation at theLooking for salvation at the
Dairy Queen : a novelDairy Queen : a novel
by Susan Gregg Gilmore
In early 1970s Riggold, Georgia, Catherine
Grace Cline, the daughter of the local
Baptist preacher, dreams of escaping her
small town for Atlanta, but after her dream
becomes reality, a tragedy transforms her
perspective

Chocolat : a novelChocolat : a novel
by Joanne Harris
A timeless novel of the small French village
of Lansquenet's awakening to joy and
sensuality tells the story of how bewitching
newcomer Vianne Rocher and her chocolate
shop arrive and begin to play havoc with
everyone's Lenten vows. A first novel. 22,000
first printing.

No One You KnowNo One You Know
by Michelle Richmond
Twenty years after the unsolved murder of
her sister Lila, a top math student at
Stanford, Ellie's chance meeting with the
man accused of the crime leads to the
discovery of Lila's secret notebook, filled
with mathematical equations, and to a
quest to unravel a hundred-year-old

mathematical puzzle, Lila's secret lover, the fate of the man
who profited from the crime, and other enigmas. 30,000 first
printing.

The girl who chased the moonThe girl who chased the moon
: a novel: a novel
by Sarah Addison Allen
Moving in with the grandfather she never
knew after the death of her mother, 17-year-
old Emily witnesses bizarre supernatural
activities in her new North Carolina
community while befriending its
remarkable residents. By the author of The

Sugar Queen. Reprint.

Alice's tulipsAlice's tulips
by Sandra Dallas
An evocation of the day-to-day life of
women in the Civil War era follows Alice,
whose husband has left their Iowa farm for
the war, as she copes with the farm life and
lives normally, until suddenly being accused
of murder. Reprint.

Hank & ChloeHank & Chloe
by Jo-Ann Mapson
Chloe Morgan, a part-time waitress, had
resigned herself to a life alone, until she
meets Hank Oliver, a professor of folklore at
the local college

Crooked letter, crooked letterCrooked letter, crooked letter
by Tom Franklin
African-American Constable Silas Jones
must confront his white former friend Larry
Ott, who has lived under suspicion for
twenty years since a girl disappeared while
on a date with him, after another girl
disappears and Larry is blamed once again

Breakfast with Buddha : aBreakfast with Buddha : a
novelnovel
by Roland Merullo
At the behest of his sister, Otto Ringling
finds himself reluctantly accompanying her
guru, an enigmatic Mongolian monk, on a
trip through Middle America to their
childhood home, introducing his passenger
to some American "fun" along the way

Pay it forward : a novelPay it forward : a novel
by Catherine Ryan Hyde
A life-affirming tale of the goodness implicit
in everyone follows twelve-year-old Trevor,
a boy from a troubled family, who develops
a plan as part of a school project that starts
people doing good things for each other

A Thousand Splendid SunsA Thousand Splendid Suns
by Khaled Hosseini
A riveting and powerful story of an
unforgiving time, an unlikely friendship and
an indestructible love

Looking for Salvation at theLooking for Salvation at the
Dairy Queen : a novelDairy Queen : a novel
by Susan Gregg Gilmore
In early 1970s Riggold, Georgia, Catherine
Grace Cline, the daughter of the local
Baptist preacher, dreams of escaping her
small town for Atlanta, but after her dream
becomes reality, a tragedy transforms her
perspective.

Chocolat : a novelChocolat : a novel
by Joanne Harris
A timeless novel of the small French village
of Lansquenet's awakening to joy and
sensuality tells the story of how bewitching
newcomer Vianne Rocher and her chocolate
shop arrive and begin to play havoc with
everyone's Lenten vows.

No One You KnowNo One You Know
by Michelle Richmond
Twenty years after the unsolved murder of
her sister Lila, a top math student at
Stanford, Ellie's chance meeting with the
man accused of the crime leads to the
discovery of Lila's secret notebook, filled
with mathematical equations, and to a
quest to unravel a hundred-year-old

mathematical puzzle, Lila's secret lover, the fate of the man
who profited from the crime, and other enigmas.

The Girl Who Chased theThe Girl Who Chased the
MoonMoon
by Sarah Addison Allen
Moving in with the grandfather she never
knew after the death of her mother, 17-year-
old Emily witnesses bizarre supernatural
activities in her new North Carolina
community while befriending its
remarkable residents.

Alice's tulipsAlice's tulips
by Sandra Dallas
An evocation of the day-to-day life of
women in the Civil War era follows Alice,
whose husband has left their Iowa farm for
the war, as she copes with the farm life and
lives normally, until suddenly being accused
of murder.

Hank & ChloeHank & Chloe
by Jo-Ann Mapson
Chloe Morgan, a part-time waitress, had
resigned herself to a life alone, until she
meets Hank Oliver, a professor of folklore at
the local college

Crooked letter, crooked letterCrooked letter, crooked letter
by Tom Franklin
African-American Constable Silas Jones
must confront his white former friend Larry
Ott, who has lived under suspicion for
twenty years since a girl disappeared while
on a date with him, after another girl
disappears and Larry is blamed once again

Breakfast with Buddha : aBreakfast with Buddha : a
novelnovel
by Roland Merullo
At the behest of his sister, Otto Ringling
finds himself reluctantly accompanying her
guru, an enigmatic Mongolian monk, on a
trip through Middle America to their
childhood home, introducing his passenger
to some American "fun" along the way

Pay it forward : a novelPay it forward : a novel
by Catherine Ryan Hyde
A life-affirming tale of the goodness implicit
in everyone follows twelve-year-old Trevor,
a boy from a troubled family, who develops
a plan as part of a school project that starts
people doing good things for each other

A Thousand Splendid SunsA Thousand Splendid Suns
by Khaled Hosseini
A riveting and powerful story of an
unforgiving time, an unlikely friendship and
an indestructible love
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